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Webinar 6, Plant it Well, Even When the Roots are Wrong 
4/25/20 
Q & A 
A note to readers from Janet and Steven: This was a really great session, with 
questions all over the map. We wrote up this transcript to give answers to those 
who submitted questions we could not get to during the webinar. To those -they 
know who they are, do a "Find" in this document for your name as it appeared in 
the webinar chat box and you will see our answer there. For all others, pick any 
page of this document and you will find valuable information. We can't index it 
because we have spent so long already producing the transcript and need to post 
it!  
 
08:18:40  From David W. Green : Janet, good morning. Can mature 4ft 

Purple Lead Sandcherry shrub be cut to the ground? 
 Janet & Steven: Yes. They grow back very quickly. Like others in the rose 

family, they bloom on 2-year and older wood so if you cut them every year 
you won't get any bloom. Most people grow them for the foliage anyway, 
however. Prunus cerasifera. They tend to build up scale problems, also, 
pruning can be helpful in that removing branches means removing scale. 
Best if you burn the branches you cut off. Always kind of fun to set pests 
on fire... 
Steven: Janet gets that way sometimes. 

08:24:45  From Karen N. : Hi Guys!  Just looking for clarification on a 
previous session.  Do you cut lavender all the way back to the ground in 
the spring? 

 Janet & Steven: Yes, all the way, to leave just a few gray buds at the base. 
Most of the lavender on our beat we cut down before lock down, the rest 
we'll cut next week, even if they've started to extend this year's new 
growth. Better to keep healthy young wood coming all the time. Our own, 
just the other day we were out there and said, Where did our lavender go? 
Oh, there they are. They are that small. If a lavender has not been cut back 
regularly and so does not have buds on the branch base because the wood 
is old and repeatedly infected, cut the branch back as far as you can to 
above some buds and layer the branch, put it down horizontally in a trench 
and cover all but the budded end with so. Peg it down if it wants to pop up. 
It will develop roots there and new shoots. 

08:26:16  From maril : Maybe let EMGs know what category to report in... 
 Janet & Steven: Thanks, Marilyn. We know Michigan State University's 

Master Gardeners receive continuing education credits in the Community 
Beautification category for attending this webinar but we do not have that 
detail for those attending who are Master Gardeners from Massachusetts, 
Georgia, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Illinois, Arizona and other places. Best 
to say submit this to your Master Gardener Coordinator for a 
determination. 

08:26:37  From nancy : I've seen girdling roots around a Japanese maple. I 
wanted to remove them but they are quite big for roots. Is there a 
maximum size that is okay to cut them, without killing the tree? 
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 Janet & Steven: You are unlikely to kill a tree by cutting one root. However 
there is not sure answer to "what happens" when we prune roots on a tree 
growing in the landscape because we cannot see the whole root system. 
We can't tell how much of the root system we are cutting away. We can 
guess that in cutting one flare root of four that we can identify, that we are 
going to be removing 1/4 of the roots. But it's just a guess. Keep in mind 
that if the root is girdling, it's going to kill the tree so its contribution isn't 
the critical factor, and plants rebounded and grew even though they often 
lost 90% of their root system when dug from the field to a balled-and-
burlapped package. THE FOLLOWING WAS NOT INCLUDED IN THE 
WEBINAR: The rule of thumb for cutting major/flare/buttress roots that 
are not girdling is to make no cut on that root closer than 12" away from 
the trunk for every 1" of trunk diameter. So if the tree has a 4" trunk you 
would not cut a flare root closer than 48" from the trunk. This is 
arboriculture's best guess of how much wood there must be between the 
cut and the trunk for the tree to be able to compartmentalize the damage 
before it becomes rot in the trunk. It's a guide meant for growers back 
when roots were regularly root pruned while a plant was growing. It is not 
meant to be a guide that overrules cutting a girdling root wherever it must 
be cut to free up the trunk. 

08:28:02  From Barbara : do you cut Russian sage all the way down? 
 Janet & Steven: Yes, like lavender and cooking sage. Do be aware that 

Russian sage (Perovskia) is a suckering shrub and cutting it hard in spring 
can encourage more prolific suckering. We no longer grow Perovskia in 
our gardens because reining in on its suckering spread became too much 
work for us. You may find it better, see less suckering, if you cut it back 
hard in fall rather than spring. 

08:28:33  From Fran Tatarelli : I just called in...did I hear you say you cut 
down your lavender now? 

 Janet & Steven: Yes. We cut it to the lowest buds on the branch, often 
about an inch from the ground. 

08:29:41  From Therese' : I remember we wagon cart wheeled the girdled 
roots when working with them. Would this be appropriate for the larger 
roots? I mean we pulled them out from the trunk. 

 Janet & Steven: Yes, the root system should look like spokes on a wagon 
wheel laying on the ground. If a root that is circling is flexible enough that 
you can redirect it, then angle it out from the trunk like a spoke from a 
wheel hub. You may have to pound a stake in the ground and place the 
root behind the stake to hold it in position. 

08:29:44  From Janet : Is it too late to cut back my rose bush canes. I left a 
few too long when I cut it a few weeks ago I think. It's not a large bush. 

 Janet & Steven: Sure. A healthy rose takes pruning without even slowing 
down. 

08:29:45  From David W. Green to Janet Macunovich (Privately) : Janet, 
should we show the "air spade"? On your girdling root show? 

 Janet & Steven: We will mention air spades and show an illustration but 
since that is not a tool readily available to our listeners and our main goal 
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is to advise them what they can do themselves to correct roots, we won't 
spend more time on it than that mention. Not today. 

08:30:34  From nancy : potentilla now, too? 
 Janet & Steven: You can cut potentilla all the way down in spring, yes. 

Thanks for the reminder because we wanted to tell our neighbor that he 
can cut his now. Potentilla becomes full of weak older wood and dead 
wood pretty quickly and looks so much fresher and stronger when it's cut 
back. 

08:30:57  From linda l's iPad : how do you tell if leather sedge is alive?  
should it be cut down 

 Janet & Steven: The sedges are tough and can look so ragged after winter. 
They don't really start growing until it gets warmer so we cut back the 
tattered foliage and wait. Look down into the crown and you can probably 
see the new growth coming between old blades. Wait for it. 

08:31:29  From Joe Suda : Hi Janet from Wayne Mi 
08:31:36  From JFSchenk : I went out and ID’d my weeds last week! My 

husband and I spent hours removing them. What a pain. 
 Janet & Steven: But you got to work together. That's a plus! 
08:31:53  From dmyordy : Good Morning! 
08:36:19  From nancy : Wow.! Sonja looks just like you, Janet.  
08:37:04  From Sonja the Duck : (Nancy: People have been telling us that 

since I was about seven‚Ä¶ if not younger!) 
 Janet & Steven: Janet takes that comparison as quite a compliment. 

Thanks! 
08:49:19  From jean : Is there a time of year that they grow most quickly? 
 Janet & Steven: Roots? For many plants the best root growth happens as 

leaves are forming/unfurling in spring and when leaves are falling at the 
end of the year, until there's frost in the ground. In summer, root growth 
may be less and where winters are truly cold it may stop. 

08:49:29  From Amy's iPadamyryberg@gmail.com : please elaborate on¬†¬ª 
root pruning ¬´ 

 Janet & Steven: We don't know that we can, more than we are already 
doing. We showed you the shallow, radial characteristics of root systems 
with examples of seven son shrub - Heptacodium - and a parrotia. We root 
pruned both in the fashion you saw as Janet trenched around our ginkgo 
tree. That is, we trenched around the tree at the edge of a root ball we felt 
we could manage, cutting roots cleanly with saw or loppers as we 
encountered them. We cut part way around the plant and then backfilled 
the trench with loose soil. We trenched at the beginning of a cool season 
and came back to trench further around or move the plant in the next cool 
season. Other pruning that we do, such as to remove a girdling root, is 
done on a case by case basis 

08:49:29  From Therese' : Pine tree roots growing out of lawn. should we add 
dirt and lawn seed to cover them? 

 Janet & Steven: You can. But plan to keep doing it over time and DON'T 
put any soil against the tree trunk. The likely reason the roots are up there, 
tripping you, is because the soil in your yard is compacted. So when the 
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roots were young and thin and growing fast the only loose, aerated soil 
available to them was right at the surface, just under the sod They ran 
through that soil when they were thin like a finger and now as they age and 
grow in diameter you see them. They did not grow up, just stayed in place 
and increased in diameter. And they'll keep growing bigger around. It's too 
late for that tree but if you have other younger trees loosen the soil each 
year in an ever-widening circle centered on the tree so its roots can grow at 
a greater depth.  

08:50:02  From Mary Harlan : I have 3 oaks and a hickory in my backyard on 
a slant.  I don't need to worry about the soil that has slid down and 
exposed some flare roots? 

 Janet & Steven: No the trees can be just fine there. The flares form a 
buttress that support the tree but they do not have any need to be buried. 
It's the weight of the soil on all the wide spreading roots that steadies a 
tree and keeps it in place. 

08:50:19  From Gretchen Denton : I have a 60 year old gingko and suspect 
the dirt is above the flare.  Should I dig out around it? 

 Janet & Steven: We would. We would at least dig around the trunk - 
carefully, don't damage the bark - to see what we could see. We've done 
that over the past two years to four 50 year old trees at our own home. At 
some point about 8 inches of soil was added throughout the yard and up to 
the trees' trunks. We are already seeing improvements in their health. 

08:50:37  From Fentonite : Will I hurt the shrub/tree if I remove some of the 
roots that are too close to the surface? 

 Janet & Steven: If you mean cutting out roots that are increasing in 
diameter like we talked about a few minutes ago, and becoming visible 
above the soil, yes you can hurt that plant. It may have only that one layer 
of roots. Try to figure how much root you're taking out, of the whole, and 
stay below 50%. With a surface-only root system you may be the only 
person around who CAN see the whole system: You could use water- or air 
pressure to erode the soil in the area, revealing the roots! And whatever 
else you do, loosen the soil in that area so the plant can grow deeper roots 
as it recoups its loss. You could call in an arborist to "vertical mulch," 
which is to drill holes at regular intervals in a root zone, insert an air hose 
from an air compressor, and inject air under pressure to fracture the soil 
outward from the sides of that hole. 

08:51:36  From Ann Hackett : The roots of my daughter's birch tree about 25 
ft from her house is upending the patio stones. The tree is as high as the 
house. What to do?? 

 Janet & Steven: Roots near the surface are increasing in diameter and 
lifting the stones. You can lift the patio and take out some roots, or replace 
lifted stone with thinner stone, or rebuild the patio above the tree's roots. 
If the patio is 25 feet from the tree you can cut some roots. Whenever we 
have been there when construction of one kind or another is going to 
crush, dig, bury or trench through the root system of a desirable tree, we 
try to prevent damage but we also do all we can to take extra special care of 
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the portion of the tree's root system that is not going to be damaged. We 
make sure it gets steady water, often we aerate and maybe fertilize. 

08:52:59  From JFSchenk : On a very old and very tall maple, there is a very 
thick root girding, would I try to do something? It is so thick, what do you 
suggest? 

 Janet & Steven: If it’s a very big root and if the trunk has already been 
pinched in you may not be able to do anything yourself - it's hard work 
with saw and chisels to remove a big girdle. I'd assess the tree's overall 
health before tackling that root. If it is still growing well and has no major 
dieback then removing the root might be worth the arborist fees. If it's 
already in decline it may be better to let it go and start planning a 
replacement. 

08:53:36  From Catherine Robertson : I have found plastic rope around an 
old red maple. I have cut what gets exposed by erosion.  Should I try to dig 
a little more to cut more? It's more than 40 years since it was planted 

 Janet & Steven: 40 years and still there! A red maple is still growing at 40 
years - still young in its natural state or in a good landscape. So the trunk 
is still growing and could eventually run into a constriction such as rope. 
So if you can cut or remove more and the tree is important to you, do it. 
Send us a photo and we might be able to say more. 

08:53:40  From Nancy : Picking up bare root pine and spruce trees next 
week, a planting tool encourages all roots to be planted straight down.  Is it 
better to spread them out if they have multiple root branches and do it 
differentially? 

 Janet & Steven: Always better to spread roots out.  
09:02:14  From michele : So if you buy a tree that has really twisted roots and 

at home you discover it, can you take it back to the nursery? 
  From Sonja the Duck : I’d say it absolutely depends on the nursery, 

Michele. But I’ll save this question for the next Q&A period. 
  From Chris : yep 
 Janet & Steven: It would be fabulous if we could all go to our garden 

centers this year with twisted roots revealed, and demand our money back 
or a plant without twisted roots and see the garden center staff try to find 
good roots. anyway. We take them back if we feel we have no chance with 
the plant, or if it fails within the warranty period. We do not hide the fact 
that the roots had been bared. We figure it is time the garden centers 
started bearing some of this cost. Most take it back. We have heard from 
people who were denied replacement or refund and all we can say is 
withdraw your support of that garden center. Shop elsewhere. 

09:11:20  From karinmturmelle : Just planted some fruit trees, should I 
redid them to see where the flare roots are?  I did do the cutting radially 
around the root ball. 

 Janet & Steven: If you do not see a flare we urge you to dig and find it. 
Kathleen: I have a 25 yr old Higan cherry.  buttress roots exposed‚that is ok, 

correct? Beautiful tree, but bleeding bark‚Ä¶ 
 Janet & Steven: It is not only all right for the buttress/flare root shoulders 

to be visible, it is beautiful .the weeping on a Higan cherry likely has 
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nothing to do with the roots but with a borer that chews into the wood. 
The tree is pushing sap out un 

09:11:51  From karinmturmelle : Should we try to buy bare root when 
possible? 

 Janet & Steven: If you can, yes. Just tough to find things bare root, or at 
any rate takes more looking than normal. 

09:12:05  From nancy : at the risk of causing "gasps", if a short tree in the 
yard is well loved, and pruning the girdling roots may kill it, why not just 
leave it till it dies? 

 Janet & Steven: Your choice. It is a consideration that trees or shrubs 
dying by girdling can decline for years before dying. And it can be not 
pretty and sometimes expensive because the decline can manifest in part 
by an increased susceptibility to pests and diseases. People will call in a 
tree care service and many or most of them will not think to check root 
situations or credit them for causing insect build-up or disease, they just 
apply pesticides or fertilizers and it can be very costly. And do nothing to 
fix the situation. We see it happening all the time. 

09:12:21  From maryhrynik : do they  sell bare root trees 
 Janet & Steven: Yes. 
09:12:26  From Sonja the Duck : Karin: That’s a BIG YES! 
  From Sonja the Duck : Mary, I just got two bare-root pears that were 

delivered yesterday. 
 Barbara: do they sell bare root evergreens?  I know they sell deciduous 

trees but I don't remember seeing evergreens being sold that way. 
 Janet & Steven: Yes. But do not expect to find large bare root evergreens. 
09:12:49  From MARK’s iPad : you recommend we wash all the soil out of the 

room ball before planting? 
 Janet & Steven: Depends on what you see once you take the excess soil off 

the top and slice off he bottom and down the side of the root ball. If when 
you remove the excess soil you cannot find the flare because there's a knot 
of roots around the trunk, wash the root ball. If you slice off the bottom 
and see there is another mat of roots above, further inside, wash the root 
ball. 

09:13:02  From jean : Best time of year to dig up trees to root prune and lift? 
 Janet & Steven: When you think of it. Might be easiest on the plant to 

work in spring before mid April and late summer to fall between late 
August and late October but if the plant is in trouble already, telling it to 
wait a few months seems mean. We've dug and moved things in every 
month of the year because that was when we could or when we had to. 

09:13:04  From Stacy Burden Pravato : When buying trees, should you just 
plan on taking it back to bare root before planting? 

 Janet & Steven: See above: It depends. 
09:13:44  From michele : You told me on the Black Gum tree that the J root 

couldn't be taken out, right? 
 Janet & Steven: We aren't remembering discussing this with you but it is 

risky to cut a J rot. Such a root forms when the small plant is jammed 
down into a container, too deep and with one or more flare roots pushed 
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into an upside down position so the trunk and the root form a "J". If it is 
one of the main roots the plant may or may not survive later if it's cut, but 
given the increasing diameter of the root as it grows it's bound to kill itself 
at the turn point, the arc f the J. So when we see that condition we cut and 
hope, figuring it's better than planting and just waiting for the plant's early 
death. Per one of our girdling root research heroes listed in your audience 
material, Ed Gilman in http://hort.ufl.edu/woody/liner-planting6.shtml  
"The root can be cut at the point where it begins to turn but this tree may 
not survive that treatment because of the large diameter of the "J" root. It 
is better to cull this tree now than allow it to grow larger." 

09:14:26  From iPad (3) to Janet Macunovich (Privately) : We have a natural 
very tall backyard Maple that has roots wrapped around 

 Janet & Steven: Girdling happens in Nature, too. Even trees girdling 
neighbor trees. 

09:16:00  From karinmturmelle : If the tree’s trunk is not straight, looks like 
the wind might have influenced it, should I plant straight? 

09:17:29  From Sonja the Duck : Hi Karin ‚ I’m having this problem with a 
new-ish planted tree too. Dig to reset if you can, then add a prop to 
support. I think they’ve got some images coming up! 

 Janet & Steven: If a tree grew to one side because of wind you can try to set 
it straighter when you plant. If it is already in the ground it is not a good 
idea to yank it or push it straight. We prop or crutch when a new plant 
seems to want to lean or fall, and we prop or crutch only until it establishes 
more roots and holds itself up. 

09:26:01  From michele : It seems hard to tell the difference between 
advantageous roots and flare when they are in a big snarl of roots. 

09:27:29  From Sonja the Duck : True, Michele. Takes a bit of practice. It’s 
helpful to keep looking at pictures‚ lots up on Garden AtoZ! But we’ll make 
sure to ask Janet for tips in next Q&A. 

 Janet & Steven: It is a guess to a certain extent when it's all a snarl. When 
we find one that's definitely flaring, thicker, where it departs from the 
trunk we kind of designate that root's nearby, other-direction companions 
as flare roots too. 

09:29:37  From Luann’s iPad : we have a whole subdivision of curbside trees 
that have many girdling roots 

09:30:47  From Sonja the Duck : Luann:  indeed. For those who have the 
ability to be active in your municipality: you can talk to your city/county, 
raise awareness. The more of us that say something, the more it gets 
heard! 

 Janet & Steven: The majority of trees are produced with poor roots and 
this has been the situation for a long time so once you start looking you 
will find more doomed trees than good. Especially true if all the trees in a 
planting are of the same kind, came from the same source and were 
planted by the same people. Sonja's right that we need to raise awareness - 
people in the green industry and people without plant knowledge are 
almost equal in un-awareness. (We are hesitating to call it ignorance 
because it implies there is an avenue they could have taken to learn, and 
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did not. This issue simply ha not been talked about except it the circle of 
people such as in your references who went on quest in the 80's and 90's.) 

09:30:06  From karinmturmelle : I have a crabapple like you describe but if I 
dig down, and find flare roots deeper, it’s too big to lift up.  What to do?? 

 Janet & Steven: We run into that often. What we do is not ideal but the 
best we can manage: Dig to the flare, then remove soil outward toward the 
drip line to make a big sloping bowl around the trunk. If it's very deep and 
you don't have the space to dig wide enough to create a shallow slope, then 
build a little retaining wall with rocks or something that will keep the soil 
from washing back in. You need to keep the soil off the trunk so the bark 
doesn't rot but also keep the above-the-flare area soil free so new roots 
don't grow into it and become girdles.  

09:30:19  From Sharon Sinclair : So I’m getting from all the pictures that we 
have to stop the girdling.  I would like to see pictures of how you cut off the 
girdling roots. 

 Janet & Steven: It is VERY hard to show you that. We have tried, and 
posted articles on GardenAtoZ. Now we are trying for video. The problem 
is that the person cutting the root cannot work without being between the 
photographer and the root. Also, if it's a root of good size it involves 
cutting little layers of the root at a time with a chisel so it takes a Lot of 
photos to show progress. Takes a lot of time to do it, too. Tedious work and 
backbreaking because you have to assume strange crouched positions. We 
have had several Garden By Janet and Steven workshops to show people 
the process. Those who attended said "ah ha!" so once we can safely gather 
again we'll have more. Meanwhile look at our What's Coming Up #49 
http://gardenatoz.com/what's-up!/ensemble-weekly-editions/early-
summer/what's-up-49-potted-flowers,-girdling-root,-deadheading,-
fertilizing/ (download the pdf to read it) (this issue has not yet been moved 
to our .org site from .com) 

09:32:11  From michele : Ohhh for the old days of the elm archway of canopy 
Barbara: my gingko started to sucker after its bark was damaged by a deer. 

should I remove the suckers? 
 Janet & Steven: Suckers above a girdle - remove them and the girdle. 

Suckers after trunk damage not so simple to categorize or prescribe. 
Suckers happen above a girdle because the starch that should be moving 
down through the cambium can't get past the girdle and builds up there. 
The cambium is that very thin green layer between bark and wood. The 
cambium is the only conduit from the leaves where starch is made to the 
roots that cannot produce it but need it to live. When the starch builds up, 
the plant uses it - suckers erupt. (Roots also starve but that's not the point 
right now.) When the cambium is scraped away by a deer, the starch 
cannot pass that point. But in that case there is no fixing the blockage 
because it's not a block; it's a bridge that's missing and cannot be replaced. 
Cambium once destroyed cannot be replaced. If the deer scraped down to 
white wood more than 1/3 of the way around the trunk, whether in one 
spot or in a cumulative series of spots, the tree will have a heck of a time 
surviving. Suckers are the least of its problems. 
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09:33:03  From KalamCD : Do magnolia sucker? Or could it be a planting 
issue? 

 Janet & Steven: Yes and yes. Some magnolias like sweetbay magnolia are 
suckering shrubby trees. Some that are planted deep sucker. one that we 
know with extensive cambium damage is suckering vigorously from near 
its base and we intend to let the suckers grow. They are coming from below 
the cambium damage so they can become healthy new trunks. Any suckers 
above the damage are part of the tree we classify as a loss. 

09:33:39  From Denny : Do you have a list of garden centers in Michigan who 
carry bare root trees? 

 Janet & Steven: No. Good idea. We will work on it. One that comes to 
mind is Cold Stream Farm. coldstreamfarm.net 

09:33:56  From Susan T : Can I apply these same principles to a container 
shrub? and should I root prune every so often? 

 Janet & Steven: You mean a plant you keep growing in a container? It will 
become root bound and it can girdle and to do the best by it every few 
years  or more often if it's fast growing and/or in a small container you can 
depot it root prune it (slice off the bottom and the sides), put fresh potting 
soil at the bottom of the pot and set the plant back in, filling around the 
sides. Bonsai techniques apply. Or you can just keep it in a pot and water it 
more frequently as it gets more rootbound until it becomes too tedious to 
keep up or the plant tips all the time from being top heavy or its health 
fails. Then you can discard it and start over. 

09:33:58  From Catherine Robertson : My landscaper thought I was nuts but 
my husband humored me and we dug around each tree & removed part of 
the cage, rope & burlap 10 years ago after the landscaper planted.  Now I 
wish we had also raised them up & looked for flare. 

 Janet & Steven: You can still clear the trunks. Never too late to buy a tree 
time. Check the earlier Q&A about the crabapple to big to lift. 

09:34:10  From maryhrynik : have a crab apple about 4 feet  that gets suckers 
every year  should I dig it up and replant? 

 Janet & Steven: You may not have to dig and replant it. Clear the soil away 
from the trunk - might be a lot of work as you must cut suckers as you go 
and they can become thickets at the base of a crabapple. Clear to the flare 
and make the wide sloping basin described earlier in this Q&A. 

09:34:55  From Cindy_2 : thinking of moving 5 yrs old gooseberry . 
 Janet & Steven: Tie it up so you can work around it , trench all around it 

like you saw Janet do around the ginkgo and the zoo volunteers do around 
the seven son tree, and then start peeling soil off the roots - you can scrape 
it and let it fall into the trench, clear the trench and repeat until the root 
ball is manageable for you, then cut under it, lever it out and move it. 

09:35:38  From Craig Meyers : you had said there is ways to prop or support 
leaning trees.  If washing root balls warm or cold water?  Can you use 
compressed air to open root ball? 

 Janet & Steven: We use sturdy branches (from pruning; we watch for them 
and save them; especially favoring yew, juniper and arb) that have natural 
wide crotches on one end. Push the branch into the ground on the falling-
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to side of the tree with the wide crotch around the trunk like a person's 
armpit on a crutch. 

 Janet & Steven: We use water from the hose. A lot of water required so 
almost always pretty cold when we are through. Do not know, have not 
looked, if there are studies indicating a best temperature. Perhaps in 
nursery production books it will say what makes a difference but for us in 
the field it won't matter, as we have nor practical control of water 
temperature. 

 Janet & Steven: Using compressed air is like using an air spade or air 
knife. Yes, use it if you can. We ad the opportunity once and it was great to 
not be soaking wet. It creates a mess of blown around soil though. 

09:36:54  From KalamCD : Conservation Districts sell bare root seedlings in 
the springs 

 Janet & Steven: Yes! We thought we mentioned that. Certainly meant to. 
So many people do not even know they are served by a soil conservation 
district but they are! 

09:38:51  From Craig Meyers : Talking about gooseberry or josta berry 
pruning. Currants, too.  For another lecture for small berry raising. 

 Janet & Steven: Noted! Thanks. 
09:42:28  From Georgia : Hey Janet I think you should offer Steve and your 

services to HGTV cuz boy do THEY need help!! 
09:43:30  From Catherine Robertson : Amen 
09:44:20  From Sonja the Duck : I mean, is there anyone who DOESN’T need 

help from J&S?  
 Janet & Steven: Thanks for the votes. But we aren't very good at that sort 

of medium. No talent for self-promotion for one thing. Or tailoring what 
we say to suit advertisers. When we had our radio show we went out and 
found our own advertisers rather than take chances on what the radio 
station's salespeople thought was appropriate. It became a full time job. 
Took us way from gardens. 

09:46:30  From Carol Ewing : For roses in Michigan we are told to plant the 
graft 2-3 inches below soil level. What do we do in this case? 

 Janet & Steven: Roses are a different story. We plant them deep because 
the graft union is not hardy to cold. The Morden Research Station in cold 
zone 3-4 Ontario proved it works to plant them 4 inches deep and let the 
grafted rose, the top part of the rose, produce its own roots. 

09:49:09  From Jennifer Ondrejka : How do you prevent girdling with patio 
trees in large pots?  The diameter of the pot is not big enough to let the 
roots grow to their normal diameter, so they have to grow around the 
sides. 

 Janet & Steven: See above on plants kept growing in containers. 
09:50:40  From Marjorie : what do you think of tree diapers 
 Janet & Steven: You mean the water bags placed on newly planted trees to 

ooze water onto the ball? If you cannot water any other way, okay. 
09:53:14  From JFSchenk : What is a prop or crutch? 
 Janet & Steven: See the photo in Chapter 4 of planting, re do not stake, 

instead prop if need be. We also wrote recently about this and included a 
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photo of a custom made prop/crutch for a big old mulberry. It looked like 
a huge horseshoe bolted to a telephone pole. The pole was in the ground 
angled out from the lean-to side of the mulberry and one of the mulberry's 
big main branches was cradled in the "horseshoe." 

09:53:29  From Kathleen Devericks : Is there a pic of a tree 
propped/crutched? 

  From Kathleen Devericks : Got it! 
09:54:10  From judithlevine : This is a question about too much healthy root 

growth! We have a large, easily 40 year old Norway maple growing 
curbside in front of our house (so it’s the city’s, not ours, and it’s not going 
anywhere).  It’s extremely rooty, and it’s hard to grow even ground cover 
near it. Is there a healthy way for a home gardener to control  root ends 
which are everywhere, or if not, is there something (groundcover, shrubs, 
grasses, perennial flowers) that will do well near it 

 Janet & Steven: Best bet is to let the tree have that space. Mulch it, don't 
fret yourself trying to grow things there, or stress the tree. Not if the tree is 
important and it probably is - shade, birds, windbreak, all that. Those 
curbside spaces - outlawn, parking strip, hell strip, curb strip -- are 
essentially big containers. The tree needs all that root and can't reach 
beyond. 

09:55:47  From maryhrynik : do you also take a perennial plant out of the pot 
to plant? 

  From MARK’s iPad : do the same with perennials ? 
09:56:47  From Sonja the Duck : Mary: I don’t see them do it very much with 

perennials, unless you have a reason to be suspicious (potted low, for 
instance) 

 Janet & Steven: Yes, it depends, when we depot the perennial, what we 
see. Most are herbaceous - they do not have woody roots that they keep for 
years but roots that grow new every year. So if they are tangled in the pot it 
is not such a problem. So we make sure they aren't rootbound at the pot 
bottom is all. But a number of perennials do have woody or more 
permanent roots and can be as compromised in a pot as a tree. Hibiscus 
we showed in the webinar. Baptisia, peony, Gaura, Buddleia, Perovskia, all 
the sub-shrubs like lavender, sage, germander, dianthus... If you do not 
know if the perennial you are planting has herbaceous roots or woody, 
rinse and untangle the roots - it can't hurt. 

09:58:24  From michele : But if the flare is corkscrewed and you cut it off, 
will it still live without the flares? 

 Janet & Steven: If the flare root is going to kill the plant because it's 
girdled, or make the plant limp along - grow so poorly it never grows 
worth beans - we cut that root. If the plant dies we've saved time waiting 
for the roots to kill it. 

09:59:28  From Barbara : a nursery told me the new material they use to 
wrap the rootball decomposes much better than regular burlap. True? 

  From cindy : No - take it off! 
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  From Sonja the Duck : Possibly, Barbara ‚ but the problem, as we saw 
earlier, is that there may be plastic or rope or other bindings UNDER the 
burlap. Better take it off and check! 

  From Sonja the Duck : And remember, everyone: Planting SMALLER is 
always better! 

 Janet & Steven: Right. That burlapped root ball may consist of three or 
four layers of messed-up roots, like layers of an onion, because the plant 
was up-potted that many times before being set in a field to grow! Also, 
even degradable burlap can bend a root while that burlap is still intact. 
Once bent and circling the root cannot change. ANYthing that presents a 
barrier to roots growing outward is potentially harmful, even cardboard 
pots. And any bit of burlap that sticks above ground - the collar around the 
trunk, a shoulder of burlap etc., acts as a wick. Moisture in the soil follows 
the burlap up into the air, evaporates and keeps the burlap drier (slowing 
its decomposition) and the roots drier (less growth). A good friend who 
runs a garden center and is a second generation grower of plants told us 
"If they take off the burlap I will void their warranty." We told him "If 
that's what you tell people we will stop telling people to buy from you." We 
argued for 15 years about all this - he IS a good grower, he just has not 
seen what we have seen to disprove his assertion that wire baskets rot 
away etc. One spring after 15 years of this he said, "I might be willing to 
rethink this." If that's what we have to do with every grower, we won't live 
long enough to make any difference. So we are spreading the word to end 
users. 

09:59:54  From Stacy Burden Pravato : I've taken things back to garden 
centers for plants that have died within days of purchase. They always say 
it's the purchasers' fault and that we don't know what we are doing. I 
specially get that from Weigands. 

 Janet & Steven: The Wiegand family are all good growers, too. All we can 
do is exercise the power we have, which is to buy from those who listen. 

10:04:15  From Kathleen Devericks : What is that brand of saw again? 
  From cindy : Milwaukee 
  From Sonja the Duck : Milwaukee is her (sawblade) ‚ a "rambo knife‚" 

choice! 
 Janet & Steven: Yup! 
10:04:46  From Stacy Burden Pravato : How do you make a crutch tree 

support when a tree limb is not available? what materials do you use? 
10:06:21  From Sonja the Duck : Good question, Stacy ‚ I guess I’ve only ever 

seen them use branches! We’ll make sure this question gets in for the chat 
transcript. 

 Janet & Steven: Probably you could use some hardware screwed into the 
end of a 2"x 4" piece of wood - I have seen big open hooks at the hardware 
meant to screw into the joist in a garage to hang a bicycle. As long as it 
makes a large-enough (not tight!) U-shaped prong at the top end of a 
sturdy stake it can catch the tree trunk or a branch to keep it from falling. 
We have never had to make one, just seen them made from not-a-branch 
(we described the crutch with a giant horseshoe-like hardware a bit ago so 
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it's in this Q&A). We have always been able to find a forked stick even if it 
means pruning something a little ahead of time. 

10:13:21  From Julie Lyons Bricker : Thank you!! 
10:13:30  From karinmturmelle : Many thanks!!  So helpful!! 
10:13:59  From Joe Suda : Thanks 
10:14:27  From Mary Harlan : I have an old oak that has branches with paler 

color leaves than the rest of the trees.  Do I need to do anything? 
 Janet & Steven: Maybe. Oaks are different than some trees, maples for 

instance. If you hurt the roots in one section of the oak's root zone, the 
damage may show in one particular section in the canopy. Whereas a 
maple, you hurt its south side roots, say by trenching, the maple's entire 
canopy may show tip dieback. So an oak with a poor-performing branch 
may be telling you the roots by the driveway that was re-paved, were hurt. 
Or it may be telling you the wood of that branch - an aerial part of the tree 
- was hurt. One of the best plant problem diagnosticians we know, Dr. 
Dave Roberts recently retired from Michigan State University horticulture, 
quizzed us in a class once about a tree's pattern of damage and stumped us 
all when he revealed that the frequent presence of a gas grill below it in 
one particular spot caused the damage. So if your oak doesn’t show 
symptoms just like we showed you may want to call in a consulting 
arborist - that's an arborist who is not connected to a service trying to sell 
you anything. S/He can evaluate the tree's health and make 
recommendations. 

10:14:34  From judithlevine : Thanks so much, Janet, Steve, and Sonja! It’s a 
whole new world of learning. 

10:14:38  From Juli Burnell to Janet Macunovich (Privately) : Do you want 
me to send a pic of the wolf eyes this Spring since you won’t get here to 
take your own :-(? 

 Janet & Steven: Sure! But don't give up on us yet. Once we figure out how 
to travel safe we will be there. 

10:15:09  From Kathleen Devericks : Thank you-great! 
10:15:35  From nancy : when cutting off suckers, doesn't that expose the 

trunk to problems? 
 Janet & Steven: Any wound anywhere on a woody plant is a possible entry 

point for disease. But if the tree is growing well it can seal out fungi and 
other pathogens and even deter insects. Better to rub out suckers when 
they are very small so the wound is small but if the sucker was let go and 
now its presence is harming the rest of the tree, perhaps shading out 
legitimate branches, it becomes a lesser of two evils problem. 

10:16:37  From karenperras : Should you fertilize a tree when you plant it? 
 Janet & Steven: No. Especially not water soluble nitrogen like in the blue 

powders and salt-based fertilizers. Soluble nitrogen can affect root tips 
that have been cut, cause damage and even invite infection. Slow release 
organics - fertilizers made from plant- and animal matter containing 
nutrients that must be consumed by microbes before they become 
available to plants - those are okay, but use them to fertilize whole areas 
not just one plant. The ingredients label may include manure, cottonseed 
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meal or feather meal, fish meal, etc. But most nursery plants have been 
well fertilized or even over-fertilized. They cannot use more nutrients until 
they begin growing so let them be. Light and water are what they need. 

  From Susan Shandorf : fertilize perennials when you plant them? 
 Janet & Steven: We fertilize whole perennial areas not individual plants. 

Most new-bought perennials, like woody plants, have been fertilized 
enough for the year when you get them. 

  From Jack Witek : when is a root booster advised 
 Janet & Steven: We don't use them. Great marketing has gotten them lots 

of attention and is making money for the manufacturers. If we make the 
bed well and give the soil carbon-based fertilizers as above, there is plenty 
of organic activity and mycorrhizae in the soil. Those root treatments were 
mostly developed for, based on tests with, nursery plants grown in sterile 
soilless mix. There, they can certainly make a difference. 

10:16:42  From Stacy Burden Pravato : I have some very very old Hawthorne 
trees that is losing tons of branches each year, I want to replace them.  My 
soil is more clay, the location is at the end of my septic field near the road, 
what type of tree would you recommend as a replacement? 

 Janet & Steven: Tough to say without knowing what purpose the 
hawthorns serve in your landscape - spring color? Winter fruit for birds? 
Windbreak? Privacy screen? Anti-burglar hedge? Etc. Trees that are 
relatively slow or moderate in their growth rate are fine near septic fields. 
A wonderful 2nd generation septic service owner spoke with me 25 years 
ago about this (it may be on GardenAtoZ.com or .org; I have not checked 
but you can search "septic") and said, "Willows, elms, those big maples, 
they are trouble. Little trees, slower trees are fine. I have crabapples on my 
own field..." 

10:17:11  From Juli Burnell to Janet Macunovich (Privately) : When you DO 
finally make it down, I want you to check a couple of my favorite trees even 
though they don’t look bad now.  I have PTSD from the Sullivans a few 
years ago 

 Janet & Steven: We have PTSD over the tree problem in general. Some 
days we are just plain afraid to go look at landscapes because of how many 
problems this root situation is causing. 

10:17:46  From Lisa Keck : Thank you! Very informative and helpful! 
10:22:32  From Therese' : THANK YOU 
 


